Featured Media Hits

Conservation Magazine - Spies Like Us
http://conservationmagazine.org/2014/07/spies-like-us/
Feature on skytruthing and crowdsourced citizen science through FrackFinder.

Truthout - Federal Toxic Pollution Website Down for Months, Leaving Eco-Groups in the Dark

Print News/Web Sites

5/10/2014
Frequency.com – SkyTruth Global Flaring Map
http://www.frequency.com/video/skytruth-global-flaring-map/167652873/5-6374
Reposting of SkyTruth’s Global Flaring Map

5/12/2014
EE News.net – Oil and Gas: Spills up 18 percent in U.S. in 2013
http://www.eenews.net/stories/1059999364
Features quote from John Amos

7/2/2014
Grist - Smile! Satellites Can See Your Illegal Fishing From Space
http://grist.org/food/smile-satellites-can-see-your-illegal-fishing-from-space/
Discusses SkyTruth’s work on IUU fishing

Scientific Journal – Forest Change and Energy Development 2014
Features image by SkyTruth

7/9/2014
Geogarage - Smile! Satellites Can See Your Illegal Fishing From Space
http://blog.geogarage.com/2014/07/smile-satellites-can-see-your-illegal.html
Discusses SkyTruth’s work on IUU fishing and features video presentation by Paul Woods

7/10/2014
Conservation Magazine - Spies Like Us
http://conservationmagazine.org/2014/07/spies-like-us/
Feature on skytruthing and crowdsourced citizen science through FrackFinder.
7/16/2014
Downstream Project – Summertime blues: Dead zones hit their peak
http://www.thedownstreamproject.org/2014/07/16/summertime-blues-dead-zones-hit-their-peak/
Features image by SkyTruth

7/18/2014
Prairie Public Radio - The Frac Focus Controversy
http://www.prairiepublic.org/radio/mainstreet?post=57224
Interview with David Manthos on Frac Focus

7/24/2014
Bring Back the Gulf – A Better Plan than Dumping Abandoned Oil Rigs into the Gulf of Mexico
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimation of oil spill size

7/25/2014
Sunlight Foundation - OpenGov Voices: Fracking chemicals, open data, and government transparency
Guest post by John Amos

Plan Putnam.com - OpenGov Voices: Fracking chemicals, open data, and government transparency
http://www.planputnam.org/ntm/tag/skytruth/
Repost of John’s guest post on Sunlight Foundation’s page

7/30/2014
Inside Climate News - A Public Wiki Shines Light on North America’s 4 Million Oil & Gas Wells
Mentions SkyTruth’s work providing maps and satellite images of drilled areas

7/31/2014
Truthout - Federal Toxic Pollution Website Down for Months, Leaving Eco-Groups in the Dark